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HARROWING &EQ&?URES,
By J.W. Woodcock, Department of Agriculture, Wellington.

The practice of harrowing pastures appeared to gain
popularity about the;year  1329 and almost coincided with the
introduction of the So-called Wew system'l of grassland management.
This doctrine stressed the importance of harrowing to'spread  the
aticumulation  of animal droppings after each grazing and'maintained
th&t the periodical cultivation of grass was just as essential as
the cultivation of a root crop. Prior to that time many farmers
in New Zealand had been alive to the necessity for spreading the
animal manure and periodically carried out this operation with the
use of chain or light tripod harrows. Subsequ.enBly  homever, grass
harrows became more severe and manufacturers vied with each other
as to the amount of ifpenetration"
o'f harrow;‘

obtained by their particular make
The original main idea,,of a surface working implement

was almost lost from sight; For a time the term3  harrow and
cultivator were almost synonymous, and the only.Iimiting  factor
to deep cultivation was the horse .power available on the average
dairy farm. It is probably this last consideration which swung
back the pendulum" I Today there are*'few farmers who go in for
deep pasture cultivation and probably the number who adopt the
practice of mere fertility spreading is not much greater than it
was ten years ago.

This paper, while agreeing at the outset with the
principle of fertility spreading, seeks to examine the other reasons
often advocated for pasture cultivation.

Reasons for Harrowing.

Grassland harrows may perform one or more of the following
functions:-

(a
I" i

Spreading of animal droppings.
Tearing out of portion of the herbage  covering..

C Penetrating the soil and opening up the sward along
the path of the tines. *Y

Ordinary chain harrows or light tripods will accomplish
only the first of the above functions and may be said to be
essentially concerned with the spreading of manure. Flexibility
is an advantage in that on uneven ground all the surface is
covered.

The second function as well 'as the first is carried out
by a heavier tripod harrom. It is Flairned  that such an implement
tears out weeds and patches of coar$e grass which hinder the growth
of better finor grasses. It tends also to,produce  an even surface
in the sward, reducing high places and filling up low places.

A number of different makes of harrow claim to perform the
third function and sometimes by having a sho.rt  length of chain
harrow attached, they endeavour to scatter animal droppings which
have not been broken by the tines. The main portion of the so
called penetrating harrows consists of sharp tines, sometimes bent
forward and to one side to aid clearance of herbage and other
material which may collect. The benefits claimed for these
im-plements  are that besides the spreading of animal droppings, and
the tearing out of weeds and patches of coarse grass, the soil
becomes aerated; drainage is assisted and the sharp cutting tines
have the effect of root pruning which encourages the development
of younger and more vigorous roots. The exponents of this type
of harrowing only recommend such treatment on a pasture two or three
times a year, preferably in late autumn, winter or very early in
the spring. It is essentially treatment for moister conditions so
that the implements can penetrate to the full and also:  so that the
soil will offer the minimum resistance. Dut what of the jlasture?
A maxim has arisen !'Leave  the land black", so presumably the
pasture is considered to be quite capable of t&ring care of itself
even under drastic treatment.
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The spreading of animal manure.
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Various estimates have bee
value of animal excrements. Hudson '?T

ade regarding the fertilizing'
has estimated that the

fertility removed from a good pasture may be equivalent to 98 lbs..
carbonate of lime, 185 lbs. superphosphate, 500 lbs. 3% potash
salts and 750 lbs. sulphate of ammonia per acre annually and that
through the grazing of mature stock most of the lime, phosphate ahd
potash and a large proportion of the nitrogen is returned. It
appears essential therefore, under cow grazing at least, to spread
this fertility over the pasture,
the heaps of solid manure,

After. cuws  have grazed a ,field
representing heavy dressings.of  fertility

on comparatively small areas; cause the grass in the immediate
vicinity to become unpalatable and coarse dark g
formed unless the heaps are spread.

e n patches are
Smallfield 2 asserts thatFe

on really good pasture the spreading of droppings during the grow-
ing season does not appear necessary as the droppings seem to
melt and decay very rapidly as compared with those on poor grass-
land which are fibrou

87
nd do not decay readily unless broken up

and spread. Elliott 3 makes similar observations regarding
Taranaki pastures, but gives the reason that during spring and
early summer a vigorous pasture lifts and breaks up the soft
droppings with no assistance from harrows. Sheep residues do not
appear to need spreading as they are small and scattered, but those
of the horse are more compact and are particularly prone to cause
patchiness if left undisturbed.

The tearing of the sward.

When the coarse green patches resulting 'from undisturbed
heaps of stock manure form in a pasture they persist for a con-
siderable time uue to the rank unpalatable nature of the herhage,
It seems reasonable to suppose that they should be torn apart to
allow air and sunlight to have a sweetening effect,on  them and so
render them'more quickly palatable to live-stock.

It can be taken as an axiom that any unproductive surface
covering should be removed or disturbed to allow useful species to
thrive. Under adverse conditions creeping grasses such as broom-
top and paspalum form a carpet of herbage,  often referred to as
"mat"  B which is low producing and is not relished by stock.
Valuable species such as white clover cannot thrive and the tearing.
out of much of the matted herbage  will enable the air and light to
get down to the soil surface. Moss  is another undesirable species
which supresses useful species and which requires tearing out.
Another example of the useless species which can be attacked by
the harrow is bracken fern. On dairy farms bracken fern cannot
be crushed out by dairy corns as with bullocks o:.. sheep country and
a good harrowing in the spring on'dairy pastures tending to become
fern infested is warranted,

The claim that severe harrowing removes broad leaved weeds
cannot be substantiated unless at the same time the harrov{ing  is
drastic enough: to tear out valuable grass species in addition.
It is a question as to how far one can go in regard to the opening
up of the sward without reseeding. A bare space in a pasture may
ultimately be taken up by weeds if left for Nature to cover as best
she may. There is a feeling that severe harrowing may cause the
spread of rag%ort  and when one considers the nature of this weed -
its rhizomes spreading beneath the sward capable,of  producing
shoots when the turf is broken - there is reason to doubt the
wisdom of disturbing the saard on ragwort country.

There are'other  objections to the opening up of a sward
without subsequent reseeding particularly when its main components
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are  useful  spec ies  such as  ryegrass , white  c lover  and cocksfoot
and it is considered that once such a pasture has been established
harroMng  should be confined to the spreading of animal manure.

P Soi l  penetrat ion .

The above statement has been made with due regard to
the  arguments  put  forward in  support  o f  tur f  and so i l  penetrat ion .
On a good firm pasture, without  any vestis:  of  mat,  i t  is  di f f icult ,
to determine to what extent soil aeration would benefit and whether
root  pruning  is  des irable . Just  as  on  the  so i l  sur face  any
depletion of cover must be made good, so, under the surface roots
cut off from the parent plant must be renewed: Do new roots tend
to rejuvenate the parent plant or is unnecessary energy expended in
their formation? In  hort i cu l tura l  pract i ce  root  pruning  genera l ly
restr icts  growth and the  same may apply  Mth  pasture  plants .
Whatever work  is performed in pasture cultivation however should be
re f lected  in  the  v igour  or  product ion  o f  the  sward  and the fol low-
ing experiments are being carried out to d-etermine  what the ,effec-i;-s
are in regard to pasture production,.

+-i
Experiment on a Rye-White Clover Pasture..--

At Marton  experimental area an exper.iment  was laid doirvn
in 1934  using Hudson’s alternate mo!yiii?g  and grazing technique.
The pasture was of medium cluality, d_ominantly  ryegrass and dogstai l ,
with white clover sub-dominant and containing some cocksfoot  poa
tr iv ia l is  and sweet  vernal . As  i t  was  grazed by  shse2  a n y  imprbve-
ment from harrowing would not be due to the spreading of aniaal.
droppings and as there was no suggestion,of  ‘lmat” or coarse patches
such as are to be found on some cow pastures the benefits of
harrowing would be confined to’ aeration, root pruning, etc. S ix
replications of, plots were marked out for each treatment and-  the
latter  consisted of:

No  harrowing.
Harrowing in autumn.
Harrowing in winter .
Harrowing in both autumn and winter.

i

A penetrating harrow of well known make was obtained- and
the  cul t ivat ion  was  carr ied  out  in  two direct ions ,  i .e .  one stroke
north to  south and one stroke east  to  west . Al l  p lots received the
same fert i l izers  (Super  4 cwt .  per  annum) and l ime at  the  rate  o f
1 ton initial application and 3 cwt. annually was applied over the
whole area. The f i rst  harrowing was  actual ly  carr ied  out  on
treatments  2: 3 and 4 in  Ju ly  1934;  therefore  the  in i t ia l  t reatment  o f
treatment 2 was,strictly speaking, winter harroning. yyle  follor-~i;~!.~
results were obtained up to 8th Xay, 1935.

gerage  Y i e l d . Re lat ive  :<l.eld- - -
- (Tl?eF4tEZilt 1 = 100)

Non-harrowed plots 7 ,321  11~s. 100
Harrowed plots 6,747 lbs., 94.7

I t  wi l l  be  seen from the  above  that  the  in i t ia l  ninter
harrowing caused a reduction in pasture yield during the follo\i:ing
season which was particularly dry.

From 8th May; 1935;  the ‘yields from treatments 1, 2 and
3 may be considered separately because the cultivations given were
made in the autumn, Mnter  or autumn and winter as originally set
out . I t  i s  convenien-5 to  review these  y ie lds  for  each complete
growth season. ending in  the  growth period llreceding  t’he  aU’il;uiun
harrowing of each year.

F
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Production from pasture harrowed at different periods
and non-harrowed.

:

Yield in lbs;.oP  dry matter per acre.
: Product-
ion
Period

NO i Harrow- i Harrow- .Harrow-
Harro!i?-  ed 1 ed jed
ing 1 Autumn

I
1 -4utumn C% I Win,ter
1 Vinter

i 8-5-35 to Production 11,062 11,049 h1,045 :10,82y
j 15-4-36 Relative yield 100 ; \ 99.9 j 9,908 9 7 . 9,
i I-5-4-36 to Production 12,564 'i12,612 112,433
; j 99.0

i12,23Lk
7-5-37 Relative yield 100 ;100.4 j 97.4

: 7-5-37 to Production 6,617 !i 6,621
i 12-4-38 Relative yield 100 100.1

j $4~7 I 6,316
. i 9595

':Total 3 Production 30,243 30,282 ;29,935 29,379
seasons Relative yield 100 I100.1 99.0 '97.1

It is evident from the' above data that no increase
in production of herbage has been obtained from pasture cultivation9
and in fact, the winter harrowing appears to have slig:,:tly  decreased
the yield. There did not appear to be any seasonal trend in the
production of the various treatments, i.e'., no particular treat-
ment appeared to give a higher production that another at a period
of shortage. No marked differences in the sward are yet ap;larent
although botanical analysis of the ward suggests that winter
harrow-ing has slightly increased the ryegrass at the expense of
the cocksfoot and that autumn harrowing has slightly decreased the
white clover.

The above experiment is being continued but it can now
be stated that in this pasture cultivation with deep penetrating
tines did not bring about,immediate  improvement in production.

Experiment on a Paspalum Pasture:

It is often stated that cultivating a paspalum sward
even when the latter is not in a L'sod-boundil  condition results
in considerable improvement. To determine the effect of deep
harrowing on pas-pal-urn an experiment was commenced at Ruakura in
the autumn of 1937. The pasture is dominantly paspalum with
white clover sub-dominant and it is one typical of large areas in
the north. A similar make of harrow to that in the Marton
experiment is being used but the treatments are confined to two,
viz. 9

No Harrowing
Harrowing in winter.

A modification of Hudson's alternate mo\?ing and grazing
technique is used owing to the fact that paspalum under repeated
mowing, even when one grazing is interpolated, would tend. to assume
the unnatural spreading habit common on lawns where it is present.
Experience has shown that the system adopted needs further
modification because part of t'ne production is not measured and a
new method is nom being 'used. $Yevertheless, the former method
enables relative differences between the tlf!o treatments to be
measured.

From  the first harrowing, which was give-n on 27th Ju:Ly,
1937, until the second harrowing on 8th August, 1938,  the production
from the harrowed plots was greater by about 8 per cent. than on -the
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non-harrowed but the difference was not statistically significant.
It is unwise to draw any conclusions at this stage, however: and
one can merely report progress. No differences have yet been
observed as regards the pasture sward of the two treatments, but
in view of the nature of the sward, this phase of the experiment
may later be of importance.

Summary:

In this paper I have endeavoured .to  bring forward some
exact evidence on the question of the value of deep penetrating
harrows, The effect of spreading animal manure has been merely
discussed a.nd  it is agreed that under certain conditions this
pFactice  must have considerable value although some writers contend
that Oil vigorously growing pasture, it is unnecessary. Also, the
removal by tearing out from t’L:e  surface undesirable herbage  is con?
sidered  beneficial, but it’ should preferably be ac.companied  by
reseeding because of the dangers of weed invasion on the bare
spaces so created. The likelihood of the spread of ragwort  on
country infested with this weed when severe harrowing has been
practLa;-ed  has been mentioned.

On a sheep pasture composed chiefly of- ryegrass, dogs-
tail and white clover  severe harrowing either in autumn or winter
or both autumn and winter, did not cause increase in herbage
product ion ove2 a period of three years. An experiment at Ruakura
on a paspalum dominant sward is in progress and although some
benefit appeared  to be obtained in the first year the increase was
not  s igni f icant .
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H.E.  Annett:
I am very pleased to see they have started

exgei-iments  on harrowing, I ai?l very much in favour of harrow-
ing. In regard to more severe harrowing, I am against
very severe tearing of the pastures. A short penetrating
harrow has given the best results onmy farm. In regard
to the trials carried out at Marton, you will recognise'
they are only carried out iT?ith  sheep. T'he  harro:T!ing
of sheep Dastures  is not so important as with cattle
pastures, I think it is very diffcrcnt  proposition,
and awn you will find that haxPmwing  will not spread.
dry droppings OiX the pastures so I would. like to see
trials carried out on dairy farms. I do not think
results obtained on sheep farms would be accqtcd  by any-
ones and I would not like to apply them to dairy f2CTilS.
I would like to tell you about other points but I know:
time is going on, but I think r;re have to be very careful
in giving advice to farmers. Today farmers, if they
can get out of work they will. If they say thcg do not
want to harrow they rail1 no& do it.

.q‘
A.W. GreeG.

I woultc :
iC]:Jas it nc71 -pasture -laid dorm in 1931j.. If so
eqect very little benefit from the harrowing

for the “I'irst tlz/o or three years.

several years ago I did believe myself  that there must bc:
something in acration  of the snare?  - the bactori2.1  activity
and opening up of the soil and aeraticn  - but La.c'tually  'TX
have to accept l:That results as I have Tut foward in this
papt3ZP. They are actually results that have been obtained..
As regards carrying out of experiments on dairying bastures  -
these pastures although grazed by sheep are a fairly high
producing pasture: EGld t]le reason  why  vie cov.16  ;lt3-h cl;:i3T?y  %‘i-!fXn

out on dairy farms is on acc:ount of the -technique  involved.
I quite believe that there may be different results but
one thing cre can say at present is that sheep farmers do
not necessarily need to use this severe harrowing or
any ty--e of harrowing at all.


